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Negotiation
Simulations

negotiation in conflict simulations
u negotiation is a common aspect of conflict simulations

u planning and coalitions in multi-player kinetic wargames

u POL-MIL wargames
u cooperative crisis response/emergency management game

u in some games, negotiation is the core component of player 
interaction

u some game formats lend them especially well to this 
approach
u seminar games

u matrix games

u loosely structured megagame
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Brynania

AFTERSHOCKApocalypse North

negotiation simulations

PROs

u roleplay improves forecasting 
ability

u role playing generates better 
insight than “role thinking”

u roleplay stimulates effective 
learning

CONs

u “ersatz history and ersatz people”
u roleplayers never fully reflect real-

life decisions-makers

u fewer institutional constraints

u scenarios never exactly match 
historical or future cases
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(Carnes 2014)(Wills, Leigh, and Ip 2010)

(Green 2002)
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(Green and Armstrong 2011)

Levine, Schelling, and Jones, Crisis Games 
27 Years Later: Plus c’est déjà vu 
(1964/1991) 
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/
pubs/papers/2006/P7719.pdf

…
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negotiation simulations

negotiation simulation design

1. choose scenario

2. assign players to teams

3. provide players with background/preparation materials

4. provide forum for interaction

5. debrief simulation
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1. choose scenario

u scenario must be fit for (educational or analytical) purpose

u historical, current, or fictional scenario?

Background 
materials readily 

available.

Players know what 
happened.

Can be designed to 
meet education (or 

other) needs.Critical thinking?

2. assign players to teams

u team size and structure

u social engineering

With (political) type, 
or against type?

Social and other skills 
as a consideration.

The importance of 
group dynamics in 

wargames (Downes-
Martin 2019).
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3. background materials

u reading material

u research assignments

Common “best 
practice” in 
educational 
simulations.

How much will they 
read?

How bound should 
they be?

4. interaction

u injects

u how often?

u how structured?

u what medium/mechanisms?

In person vs digital 
interaction.

Synchronous vs 
asynchronous.

Control team 
monitoring/data 

collection

How much 
distraction and 

noise?
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5. debrief

u much of the real learning occurs after the simulation

u formal vs informal

u avoiding group-think

u learning from your participants

u multi-stage debriefing

case study: 
Brynania

1. choose scenario

2. assign players to teams

3. provide players with 
background/preparation materials

4. provide forum for interaction

5. debrief simulation
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case study: 
Palestinian refugee 
negotiations

1. choose scenario

2. assign players to teams

3. provide players with 
background/preparation materials

4. provide forum for interaction

5. debrief simulation


